Using Decision Trees
CHAPTER 7. USING DECISION TREES
The data from all of the test stelae were treated as though every stela was being examined to
estimate the reign in which it originated. This would normally require that the data from each
stela be submitted first to the Preprocess Decision Tree. Then only those that might have come
from the Twelfth Dynasty would be passed on to the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree.
However, for reasons stated both in Chapter 6 and again below, data from all the stelae were
submitted to both Decision Trees.
Testing the Stelae
The use of the Preprocess Decision Tree is exactly similar to the use of the Twelfth Dynasty
Decision Tree described in Chapter 5 when the dated stelae were submitted to it. The decision
criteria and the dating from the Preprocess Decision Tree are those defined in Chapter 6. Table
4, in two sections – 4(a) and 4(b), shows the application of the Preprocess Decision Tree to
the test stelae.
•

For Group 1 stelae the terminating node gives the dynasty (always different from
Dynasty 12) in which the stela originated. Normally, such a stela would not be
submitted to the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree, but these were all submitted in order
to show the danger of submitting a stela to that decision tree without checking to see
that the stela could reasonably be considered to be dated to the Twelfth Dynasty.

•

For Group 2 stelae the shape of the stela indicates a date earlier than the Twelfth
Dynasty, but does not completely exclude a date in that period. As would normally be
done for such a stelae, these were passed on to the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree.

•

For Group 3 stelae the format of Htp-di-nswt indicates a date later than the Twelfth
Dynasty, but does not exclude a date in that period. Again, as would normally be done
for such stelae, these were passed on to the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree.

•

For Group 4 stelae the Preprocess Decision Tree indicates that each of them might be
dated to the Twelfth Dynasty, and the stelae were processed as belonging to the
Twelfth Dynasty.

•

Group 5 stelae are internally dated to the Twelfth Dynasty and were used as a further
check on the validity of the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree.

The application of the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree to the test stelae is shown in Tables 5
and 6 (each, like Table 4, in two sections). Table 5 shows the properties of the stelae and Table
6 shows the reigns to which their properties assign them. The results of the use of the Decision
Trees are discussed in the following sections.
Results
Figure 9 is a summary of Tables 4 and 6 for the undated stelae of Groups 2, 3 and 4 (i.e. the
stela from the Twelfth Dynasty). showing the relationship between the results from the two
tests. Its columns show the number of stelae falling into each time period when processed by
the Preprocessing Decision Tree; its rows show the number of stelae falling into each of the
time periods defined in Chapter 4. Stela AEg348 is excluded because of its damage.
In Figure 9 and in the date column in Table 4, ‘Dynasty 11 or 12’ is represented by ‘Dyn 11 or
12’ and ‘Dynasty 12 or later’ by ‘Dyn 12 on’.
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The following comments take into account both Figure 9 and observations from published
articles. Stelae which give anomalous results – dating from the Dynasty 12 Decision Tree
(Table 6) differs markedly from the date given by the Preprocessing Decision Tree ( Table 4)
are highlighted in Figure 9.
Group 1 stelae
All of these are dated internally to other dynasties. They were included to illustrate the fact that
the tests based on Twelfth Dynasty stela cannot be used to date stelae from other periods.
Group 2 stelae


JE89507. Because of its horizontal format, the stela is dated earlier than Dynasty 12.
On the other hand, the Table 6 dating places it under Senusret I. The stela could be a
late example of the landscape format (like CG20518).



BM580. The landscape format of the stela suggests a date earlier than the Twelfth
Dynasty. Lichtheim (1988) gives it a date of Late Dynasty 11 or Early Dynasty 12,
which is consistent with that dating. The Table 6 dating as late as the period from
Amenemhat II to Senusret III seems very unlikely; this is indicated by the inclusion of
the stela number and the asterisk in Figure 9.

Group 3 stelae


BM236. The format of Htp-di-nswt is unusual, but the order of the signs suggests a
date later than the Twelfth Dynasty. The Table 6 dating to the period of Amenemhat III
and IV could be the result of an early example of the later format.



CG20144. The owner of this stela appears to be the same as the owner of stela BM236,
and the format of Htp-di-nswt is the same as in that stela, suggesting a date later than
the Twelfth Dynasty, yet the Table 6 dating is early in the dynasty. The major
discrepancy between the dates of the two stela could not be explained by their being
made at different times in the owner’s life (the time difference is too great) and by
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different craftsmen. The workmanship in the two stelae is markedly different, even
allowing for differences in the weathering. CG20144 is well made and has a
determinative on Osiris’ name, BM236 of poor quality and is without that
determinative. The Table 6 dating of CG20144 is most unlikely; hence the inclusion of
the stela number and the asterisk in Figure 9.


QC1112. The format of the Htp-di-nswt indicates a date later than the Twelfth
Dynasty. Despite the determinative on Osiris’ name, this date is supported by the
presence of the wdja-eyes and the shen-ring. The Table 6 dating seems unlikely; hence
the inclusion of the stela number and the asterisk in Figure 9.



CG20164. The format of Htp-di-nswt indicates a date later than the Twelfth Dynasty.
The Table 6 dating to the period from the reign of Amenemhat II to that of Senusret III
would be consistent with the dating of CG20702, which is internally dated to the reign
of Senusret III. However, to rely on this analogy is unwise, and the stela number and an
asterisk are included in Figure 9 to indicate an unacceptable dating.



CG20598. The format of Htp-di-nswt indicates a date later than the Twelfth Dynasty.
The Table 6 dating to the period of Amenemhat III and IV might indicate an early
example of the later version of the introduction to the offering formula.Like the shape
/
of the Group 2 stelae, the 7 ( ! # format of Htp-di-nswt is not an absolute indicator
that a stela does not date from the Twelfth Dynasty.

Group 4 stelae


Met 12.182.1. The Table 6 dating iss inconsistent with the opinions of Simpson
(1974), Freed (1994) and Hayes (1968), who all support a date early in the Twelfth
Dynasty.



BM559. Lichtheim (1988) states that the stela was found in a tomb with stelae
belonging to the same owner and containing the cartouche of Senusret III. Simpson
supports this date, as does the common ownership with BM575 and the Table 6 dating.



BM569. The presence of the cartouche of Amenemhat II in the text suggests that the
stela dates from his reign or the following reign with the owner recalling his
relationship with Amenemhat II. This is consistent with Simpson’s opinion and the
Table 6 dating.



CG20024. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent and can be readily accepted.



Clère. The Table 6 dating to the reigns of Amenemhat III and IV is consistent with the
Table 4 decision.



QC1110. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent in favouring the latter part of
Dynasty 7.



QC1113. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an
earlier period to be indicated in Table 6.



QC1111. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an
earlier period to be indicated in Table 6.



BM581. The Table 4 dating, a period up to the middle of the Twelfth Dynasty is
consistent with Lichtheim’s statement that it is, with BM562 and BM572, a memorial
to Intef in the reign of Senusret I. Simpson also dates it to the reign of Senusret I and
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the rolls of fat on the owner also suggest the same date. The Table 6 dating therefore
seems unlikely.


Arabah E11. The presence of the cartouches and the date of the owner’s birth suggest
that the stela dates from the reign of either Senusret III or (probably) Amenemhat III.
The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent with this.



BM558. Freed dates the stela to late in the reign of Amenemhat I or early in the reign
of Senusret I, consistent with the Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



BM152. Freed’s date early in the Twelfth Dynasty is not consistent with the later date
of both Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



‘Frankfort 19’. The Table 4 dating is more consistent with Freed’s date early in the
Twelfth Dynasty that the Table 6 dating later in the dynasty.



‘Frankfort 25’. Frankfort (1928) dates the stela only to the Middle Kingdom. The Table
4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an earlier period to be
indicated in Table 6.



CG20031. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect a
latrr date to be indicated in Table 6.



CG20104. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, supporting a date late in the
dynasty.



CG20070. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, supporting a date early in
the Twelfth Dynasty.



CG20045. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though a date late in the
Twelfth Dynasty might not be expected in Table 6.



Berlin 1204. The presence of the cartouches dates the stela to the reign of Senusret III,
as supported by Lichtheim. The stela is placed by Simpson at Abydos in the same group
as CG 20140, which has the same owner, and Louvre C5) dated to the reigns of
Amenemhat III or IV. The Table 6 dating would be consistent with either date.



Geneva D50. The presence of the cartouche probably dates the stela to the reign of
Senusret III; Simpson supports this date, which is consistent with the Table 6 dating.



BM1213 Simpson dates this stela to the reign of Amenemhat III, which is within the
Table 4 dating but inconsistent with the dating from Table 6.



‘Matariya’. Simpson suggests the reigns of Amenemhat I or of Senusret I as the date of
the stela, which is consistent with the Table 4 dating, but not with the Table 6 dating
(though Table 4 and Table 6 datings are not in themselves inconsistent).



BM202. Simpson dates this stela to the reign of Amenemhat III, which is consistent
with the Table 4 dating but not with the Table 6 dating (though Table 4 and Table 6
datings are not in themselves inconsistent).



CG20561. Freed dates the stela to the reign of Senusret I, which is consistent with the
Table 4 dating but not with the Table 6 dating (though Table 4 and Table 6 datings are
not in themselves inconsistent).



CG20370. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an
earlier period to be indicated in Table 6.
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CG20155. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent in indicating a date late in the
dynasty.



CG20284. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an
earlier period to be indicated in Table 6.



Leiden V108. The Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, indicating a date early in
the dynasty.



UCD1360. Quirke (2000) states that the stela dates from early in the Middle Kingdom;
this is consistent with the Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



UCD1361. Quirke’s statement, that the stela dates from late in the Middle Kingdom, is
consistent with the Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



UCD1365. Quirke’s statement, that the stela dates from late in the Middle Kingdom, is
inconsistent with the Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



CG20210. Table 4 and Table 6 are consistent in supporting a date late in the Middle
Kingdom.



CG20314. From the Table 4 dating, one would expect a later date in Table 6, where it
is dated early in the dynasty; this inconsistency is indicated by the inclusion of the stela
number and an asterisk in Figure 9.



CG20348. Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent in stating a date early in the
dynasty.



BM577. Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an earlier
dating in Table 6.



BM247. Simpson’s statement is inconsistent with the Table 4 and Table 6 datings.



BM561. Table 4 and Table 6 datings are consistent, though one might expect an earlier
estimate in Table 6.



The damage to AEg348 precludes the use of the decision tables. The portion of the
stela remaining does not contain a date and is too badly damaged for the decision trees
to be applied to it. However, the fact that this bottom section contains only columns of
text it may be assumed that the top half of the stela contained a tableau, thus supporting
Aufrère (1985) in dating the stela no earlier than the reign of Amenemhat III.

Group 5 stelae


Manchester 3306. The Table 6 dating is consistent with the internal date and with
Simpson’s statement.



Guimet 11324. Because the stela appears incomplete, application of the decision trees
is not possible.



Qena stela. The Table 6 dating is inconsistent with the internal dating and with
Mathieu’s dating.



Louvre C4. The Table 6 dating is consistent with the internal dating.

Summary


As stated earlier, the reason for using the Twelfth Dynasty Decision Tree to estimate a
date for any stelae in Group 1 was to show that to do so would give a wrong estimate.
The way in which this Decision Tree was developed precludes any possibility within it
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for making any estimate outside Dynasty Twelve; it is based entirely on dated stelae
from that dynasty.


The two stelae in Group 2 are both in the shape of horizontal rectangles, which were
not automatically rejected as originating in the Twelfth Dynasty. In fact, the estimated
reigns of each of them is consistent with one of the dated stelae. The dating of
JE89507 to the reign of Senusret I is consistent with that of CG20518; the dating of
BM580 is consistent with that of Berlin 1190 made in the reign of Amenemhat II.



In Group 3, which was based on the form of the introduction oof the offering formula,
it appears that QC1112 and CG20164 are wrongly dated by the Twelfth Dynasty
Decision Tree. But CG20598, which is dated to the time of Amenemhat III and
/
Amenemhat IV could be an early example of the use of the form 7 ( ! # . BM236 and
! /
CG20144 have the same owner and include the same unusual form 7 t ( ! # .
Certainly the estimated date of one or both of them is wrong.



For Group 4, in the following discussion, as before, ‘Table 4’ and ‘Table 6’ are used as
shorthand for their respective decision trees.
 For nineteen of the thirty-eight stelae in Group 4 there is no estimate of the date
of origin except those from the decision trees. Of these, the estimates from the
two tables are consistent (‘Dyn 11 or 12’ indicating the early part of the
dynasty, ‘Dyn 12 on’ indicating the later part of the dynasty) in twelve cases.
These are listed as acceptable results in Chapter 8. Of the remainder, for five an
early date was expected, a late date estimated, and vice versa for the other two.
No confidence can be placed on these results.
 Of the other nineteen stelae in Group 4, three have internal indications of date,
but without the conditions that would normally allow them to be confidently
dated; all of the internal dates are consistent with the estimates from the
decision trees and two of them are also consistent with either Simpson’s or
Lichtheim’s statements. These three are listed as acceptable results in the
conclusions.
 Stela Rouen AEg348 is too badly damaged to allow the decision trees to be
used.
 Estimates from Table 6 are consistent with estimates from other publications for
six other stelae; these are also listed as acceptable results. Estimates from Table
6 for nine of the other stela are inconsistent with statements in other
publications; for eight of them the estimates from the two decision trees are
consistent. In only one case, for the stela ‘Frankfort 19’ is there consistency
neither between estimates from Tables 6 and 7, nor between another publication
and Table 6.



For the four stelae in Group 5, estimates for two stelae are consistent with the internal
dating and one is inconsistent. No estimate was possible for Guimet 11324 because of
its poor preservation.
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Table 4(a): Preprocessing of Undated Stelae.
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Table 4(b): Preprocessing of Undated Stelae
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Table 5(a): Using Decision Tree to Date Stelae
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Table 5(b): Using Decision Tree to Date Stelae
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Tavle 6(a):: Using Decision Tree to Date Stelae
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Table 6(b): Using Decision Tree to Date Stelae
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